It is in accordance with Just-In-Time (JIT) philosophy to penalize early/tardy jobs. An optimal method genetic-based is presented to solve single machine scheduling problem with general early-tardy penalty weights in the paper. A new heuristic crossover operator is proposed for searching optimal sequences. On different scale of scheduling problems, lots of comparative experiments were carried out and the results manifested the method effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
It is a kind of typical scheduling problem to penalize early and tardy jobs according to JIT principle. It is Bake and Scudder that summarized the earlyltardy scheduling in reference [ 11. Many scholars have studied various kinds of single machine scheduling problems with earlyltardy punishments. A class of single machine scheduling has been extensively studied with distinct due dates and without inserted idle time among jobs. A dynamic programming was presented in Held and Karp's paper [2], whose.state space was composed of the job set. Abdul-Razaq and Potts applied a branch and bound algorithm with lower bound scheme in reference [3] . In Ow and Morton's reference [4], a beam search method was considered in which a limited number of solution paths were investigated in parallel. It can search solution quickly, but it was not guaranteed to find an cptimal solution. In actual, optimal scheduling for jobs with different delivery due dates should be allowed to insert proper idle time. Fry et al. [51, Garey et al. and Yano and Kim [' I have studied optimal timing at given sequence where penalty weights are restricted in each case. For sequence optimization, Yano and Kim presented a heuristic algorithm to reduce sequence space, which was applied to single machine scheduling but with restriction to penalty weights proportional to the processing times.
Single machine scheduling is studied to minimize penalty costs, where all jobs have their specific due dates and general early or tardy penalty weights. This kind problem has been studied before [ 
FORMAL MODEL AND SOLUTION STRATEGY
Single machine scheduling problems can be classified into three types according to the number of due dates, the penalty criteria and the weights of penalty.
0
Single machine scheduling with determined common delivery due date; 0 Single machine scheduling with determined distinct due date; 0 Single machine scheduling with undetermined due dates. In this paper, single machine scheduling with the distinct due dates and general earliness and tardiness penalty weights is considered. The objective is to find an optimal schedule that minimizes the total sum of penalty of all jobs, with assumptions that no preemption of jobs is allowed and all jobs are available at time zero. Each job has its own due date, earliness and tardiness penalty weights. The penalty to job i is represented as follows.
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0-7803-4990-6/99 $10.00 0 1999 AACC Where h, is the early penalty weight ofjob i, w, is the tardy penalty weight of job i, d, is the delivery due date of job i, ts, is the start time of job i, te, is the completion time of job i, p, is the processing time period of job i, Suppose there are n jobs to be scheduled, the scheduling problem can be represented by the following equations.
Minimize Z=c g,(rs,)
Subject to ts,-tsJ>pJforall i a n d j E [1,2, ... n], Q(i)=Q(i)+l (2) Where Q(i) is processing sequence number of job i.
The above mixed integer programming can be divided into the determination of sequence function Q(i) and optimal start time ts, for different jobs. This problem would be a nonlinear programming problem with n-1 restrictions if Q(i) were known. The following figure 1 is the GA proposed for single machine scheduling with general early-tardy penalty weights 
I
Applied to sequence optimization such as TSP problem, GA has been proven effective and efficient [' I . A heuristic GA is present in the paper for early and tardy scheduling, which are applied for finding optimal sequence. The algorithm in ref.
[SI is used to determine optimal start time of jobs at fixed sequence respectively.
HEURISTIC GA FOR SEQUENCE OPTIMIZATION
The details such as selection, crossover, mutation and fitness scaling of the heuristic GA used for earliness and tardiness scheduling are explained in this section.
Coding
For sequence optimization, permutation coding ' ' ' I strategy is applied here. For instance, a processing sequence JI,Js,J~,Jz,Js,J~ for jobs J,,J2, ... ,Jg will be representedas[l, 6, 4, 2, 5, 31.
It is worth to note that any code only represent processing sequence, but not means for start time of processing jobs. The start time of jobs should be calculated with algorithm A described in section 3. Both sequence and start time constitute scheduling solution together.
Initialization
It is useful to construct good initial population, because GA will operate on chromosomes in its father generation and ensure good gene reproductive. The initial population is composed of three parts. They are generated respectively with EDD (Earliest Due Date) rule and EST (Earliest Start Time) rule as well as randomized with uniform probability ['I. These can ensure that initial population is not only good at performance to speed GA' s convergence but also widely distributed to avoid premature.
Genetic operator
Search for new feasible space relies on operator crossover and mutation in GA. The effectiveness of the operation crossover is based on the building block hypothesis. It is not assured the building block hypothesis is always holding true during the evolution of chromosome population. So it is important to design proper crossover operator for specific problem. A heuristic crossover is design based on permutation coding and processing time information so that it is very clever at handling earliness and tardiness scheduling. The crossover operator is such designed just because I ) The crossover can enable relative position information exchanged between these two father chromosomes.
2) The re-sort procedure emphasizes the absolute positions of all genes. The rationality is based on the hypothesis that the genes with optimal start times from a permutation code should be near their former positions at new sequence to reach optimal scheduling.
Although the solutions that are made up of sequence after crossover operated and correspondent originally optimal starting time may not be feasible, the operator crossover here is used only for better sequence. Their new optimal starting time will be calculated with the algorithm presented in ref.
[SI.
The following example as in table 1 is taken to further explain or show the performance of the heuristic crossover operator. Compared with semi-finished chromosomes, the performance of resorted chromosomes has been improved over 40% on average. This means the heuristic resorting rule is truly effective for early and tardy penalty type of scheduling. As above it can be concluded that the heuristic crossover operator is much better on average than SGA and others due to properly resorting procedure, although resorted sequence may be degenerated from semi-finished chromosome in rare cases. Swap is applied at mutation operation. Ranking criterion or rule is applied for fitness scaling ['O1.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULT AND ITS ANALYSIS
The algorithm presented has been implemented with C at PC/486/100. To test the algorithm's performance, many cases of signal machine scheduling are generated randomly with different scales.
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Mutation probability Pm=0.03 is applied and GA is stopped when performance improvement is less 0.0 1 % than that of last generation of population. Computational results are shown in tables 2 for scheduling problems with 80 jobs. It should be noted that UOX is the crossover used in ref.
[8]. Sum of the fitness is the sum of all chromosome fitness at stopping generation of population. The fitness in this table is calculated with 20000 minus minimum Z. Through the above results it can be concluded that heuristic crossover is best one of all three kinds at the same conditions.. The following section is to reveal the characteristics of the heuristic GA put forward in this paper to direct its applications.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
For detailed analysis of the GA algorithm, function of mutation probability is tested first on 100 cases random generated with 80 jobs. The result is shown in Fig. 3 where line 1 is from GA with heuristic crossover operator, called heuristic GA and line 2 from GA with uox operator [' I. Fig.3 Performance VS. mutation probability It can be concluded that 1) The GA with heuristic crossover, needs a higher mutation probability than the GA with UOX crossover operator to reach best performance.; For the GA with heuristic, it doesn't have good performance when P , is too small because premature phenomena are easy to happen. 2) The GA with heuristic crossover is more sensitive to mutation probability than the GA with UOX; 3) The performance of the GA with heuristic crossover is better than that of the GA with UOX within a specific range. The above conclusions 1) and 2) probably results from that heuristic crossover largely reduce the problem research space. To compare the performance of the GA with heuristic crossover with others, 100 cases generated with 80 jobs are conducted to show their convergent process. fig. 4 , line 1 represents GA with heuristic crossover at P,=O.Ol and line 3 GA with heuristic crossover at P,=0.04 as well as line 2 GA with UOX at P,=0.03, its best value. It can be concluded that 1) Obviously the GA with UOX converges much slower than the GA with heuristic crossover. That means heuristic crossover can reduce problem space efficiently. 2) For GA with heuristic crossover, it is easy to fall into local minimum to result GA premature if P, is too small. In general, following conclusions can be drawn through the above results. 1) Compared with crossover operator at GA based on UOX in ref.
[8] and SGA, the heuristic crossover can always find best solution with less CPU time in less generation and overall performance of the population of chromosomes is also better. That means the heuristic crossover is one of the best one for sequence search of earliness and tardiness scheduling.
Crossover is a key factor to GA's performance. Even GA will be similar to pure random algorithm when operator crossover is not. apt to specific problem.
2)
CONCLUSIONS
An optimal algorithm based on GA is presented in the paper for signal machine scheduling with distinct job due dates and penalty to their earliness and tardiness. This method is composed of sequencing optimization and start timing optimization. It is manifested that the heuristic crossover operator is powehl and efficient to search new unknown space, which has extensive application fields combined with algorithm of optimizing start time specific to concrete problems. For further study, a general-purpose approach to multimachine scheduling with earliness and tardiness penalty has to be studied.
